LIST OF SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR IE MASTER PROGRAMS

DIRECT AWARDS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE A SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

IE HIGH POTENTIAL AWARD

Application Deadline: Not applicable. These awards are not application-based. All admitted candidates are automatically considered, with no need for submitting IE’s regular online Financial Aid application form.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: By applying for admission to IE, all applicants are automatically considered for this merit award and no scholarship application is required. The Admissions Department will identify candidates based on the strength and timeliness of their admission application, and will nominate them at the Scholarship Committee for an award. Candidates that qualify for this scholarship will be notified of the award with their admission offer.

Selection Criteria: These merit-based scholarships are determined without consideration of an applicant’s financial need. In the event that a beneficiary of this award were to have greater financial need, they are able to submit a regular scholarship application. Please note, this award is not compatible with other aid potentially granted through IE’s regular scholarship application process and the larger award would be maintained.

Amount: No fixed amount. We offer several of these partial awards per program and intake, of various amounts depending on the candidate’s strength and available funding at the time of offer.
AID THAT REQUIRES A SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION THROUGH IE

Please note that applications submitted prior to the admission will be reviewed only after the applicant is successfully admitted to IE.

IE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN DEAN’S AWARD

**Application Deadline:** For programs that begin in the fall intake (September-November), candidates must submit their application by April 1st. For programs that begin in the spring intake (January-June), candidates must submit their application by July 1st.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE School of Architecture and Design Master’s Degree Programs.

**Description:** The Dean's Award seeks to reward candidates with an excellent academic record. Being the most prestigious scholarship at IE, we expect that beneficiaries will both represent excellence in all areas and be worthy representations of the IE community, during their time on campus as well as throughout their personal and professional lives.

**Selection Criteria:** Only candidates who demonstrate compliance with the following requirements may apply for this scholarship:

1. **Academic:** A minimum grade-point average in university of 3.8/4, 4.75/5, 9.5/10 or equivalent.
2. **Languages:** Candidates who wish to pursue a master’s program in English must have a TOEFL score above 110 or a Cambridge level of at least C1. For programs in Spanish, candidates must have a level of Spanish of at least C1. Speaking a second or third language will also be taken into consideration.
3. **Other:** In addition, candidates must excel in the admissions process, and their profile must represent the core values of the IE community: an entrepreneurial spirit, an interest in the humanities, and social responsibility in their careers and/or personal background. In the event of two equal candidates, priority will be given to the one with the greatest financial need.

**Amount:** One (1) award per year, covering 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE BUSINESS SCHOOL DEAN’S AWARD

**Application Deadlines:** For programs that begin in the fall intake (September-November), candidates must submit their application by April 1st. For programs that begin in the spring intake (January-June), candidates must submit their application by July 1st.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE Business School Master’s Degree Programs.

**Description:** The Dean’s Award seeks to reward candidates with an excellent academic record. Being the most prestigious scholarship at IE, we expect that beneficiaries will both represent excellence in all areas and be worthy representations of the IE community, during their time on campus as well as throughout their personal and professional lives.

**Selection Criteria:** Only candidates who demonstrate compliance with the following requirements may apply for this scholarship:

1. **Academic:** A minimum grade-point average in university of 3.8/4, 4.75/5, 9.5/10 or equivalent.
2. **Languages:** Candidates who wish to pursue a master’s program in English must have a TOEFL score above 100 or a Cambridge level of at least C1. For programs in Spanish, candidates must have a level of Spanish of at least C1. Speaking a second or third language will also be taken into consideration.
3. **Other:** In addition, candidates must excel in the admissions process, and their profile must represent the core values of the IE community: an entrepreneurial spirit, an interest in the humanities, and social responsibility in their careers and/or personal background. In the event of two equal candidates, priority will be given to the one with the greatest financial need.

**Amount:** Two (2) scholarships per intake (spring and fall), covering 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.
IE SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEAN’S AWARD

Application Deadline: Candidates must submit their application by April 1st.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: IE School of Global and Public Affairs Master’s Degree Programs.

Description: The Dean’s Award seeks to reward candidates with an excellent academic record. Being the most prestigious scholarship at IE, we expect that beneficiaries will both represent excellence in all areas and be worthy representations of the IE community, during their time on campus as well as throughout their personal and professional lives.

Selection Criteria: Only candidates who demonstrate compliance with the following requirements may apply for this scholarship:

1. Academic: A minimum grade-point average in university of 3.8/4, 4.75/5, 9.5/10 or equivalent.
2. Languages: Candidates who wish to pursue a master’s program in English must have a TOEFL score above 110 or a Cambridge level of at least C1. For programs in Spanish, candidates must have a level of Spanish of at least C1. Speaking a second or third language will also be taken into consideration.
3. Other: In addition, candidates must excel in the admissions process, and their profile must represent the core values of the IE community: an entrepreneurial spirit, an interest in the humanities, and social responsibility in their careers and/or personal background. In the event of two equal candidates, priority will be given to the one with the greatest financial need.

Amount: One (1) award per year, covering 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE SCHOOL OF HUMAN SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY DEAN’S AWARD

Application Deadlines: For programs that begin in the fall intake (September-November), candidates must submit their application by April 1st. For programs that begin in the spring intake (January-June), candidates must submit their application by July 1st.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: IE School of Human Sciences and Technology Master’s Degree Programs.

Description: The Dean’s Award seeks to reward candidates with an excellent academic record. Being the most prestigious scholarship at IE, we expect that beneficiaries will both represent excellence in all areas and be worthy representations of the IE community, during their time on campus as well as throughout their personal and professional lives.

Selection Criteria: Only candidates who demonstrate compliance with the following requirements may apply for this scholarship:

1. Academic: A minimum grade-point average in university of 3.8/4, 4.75/5, 9.5/10 or equivalent.
2. Languages: Candidates who wish to pursue a master’s program in English must have a TOEFL score above 110 or a Cambridge level of at least C1. For programs in Spanish, candidates must have a level of Spanish of at least C1. Speaking a second or third language will also be taken into consideration.
3. Other: In addition, candidates must excel in the admissions process, and their profile must represent the core values of the IE community: an entrepreneurial spirit, an interest in the humanities, and social responsibility in their careers and/or personal background. In the event of two equal candidates, priority will be given to the one with the greatest financial need.

Amount: One (1) scholarship per intake (spring and fall), covering 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE LAW SCHOOL DEAN’S AWARD

Application Deadlines: For programs that begin in the fall intake (September-November), candidates must submit their application by April 1st. For programs that begin in the spring intake (January-June), candidates must submit their application by July 1st.

Geographic Area: All regions.
Programs: IE Law School Master’s Degree Programs.

Description: The Dean’s Award seeks to reward candidates with an excellent academic record. Being the most prestigious scholarship at IE, we expect that beneficiaries will both represent excellence in all areas and be worthy representations of the IE community, during their time on campus as well as throughout their personal and professional lives.

Selection Criteria: Only candidates who demonstrate compliance with the following requirements may apply for this scholarship:

1. Academic: A minimum grade-point average in university of 3.8/4, 4.75/5, 9.5/10 or equivalent.
2. Languages: Candidates who wish to pursue a master’s program in English must have a TOEFL score above 110 or a Cambridge level of at least C1. For programs in Spanish, candidates must have a level of Spanish of at least C1. Speaking a second or third language will also be taken into consideration.
3. Other: In addition, candidates must excel in the admissions process, and their profile must represent the core values of the IE community: an entrepreneurial spirit, an interest in the humanities, and social responsibility in their careers and/or personal background. In the event of two equal candidates, priority will be given to the one with the greatest financial need.

Amount: One (1) scholarship per intake (spring and fall), covering 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: This scholarship is intended for candidates with limited financial resources that stand out in the admission process whether for the result of their admission tests, their academic or professional careers, or their international perspective.

Selection Criteria: The merit and potential of the applicant will be assessed, giving priority in this case to economic difficulties in financing the program.

Amount: The amount of these scholarships towards tuition fees will depend on the available funding, the profile, and the specific circumstances demonstrated by an applicant.

IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR DIVERSITY

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: At IE, diversity is one of our core values. We work to ensure that all of our cohorts include diverse types of people in terms of gender, race, culture, and professional or academic background. To this end, this scholarship aims to create cohorts with unique compositions that enrich our students’ learning experience and personal journey.

Selection Criteria: Candidates must have an excellent professional and/or academic background and demonstrate financial need. In their scholarship application, candidates must include an essay demonstrating the unique or distinctive value that their individual profile would contribute to the class.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE³ COLLABORATION AWARD

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: The IE³ Collaboration Award offers financial aid to aspiring and talented individuals paired with their
participation on a project at IE. Projects may be related to a wide range of areas (admissions, marketing, academia and research, international development, communication, etc.). The Scholarship Committee will assign the project. When assigning the project, the Committee will evaluate the candidate's experience and skills, career aspirations and the areas of interest for collaboration indicated in the scholarship essay.

**Selection Criteria:** The Scholarship Committee will assess the candidate's performance during the admissions process, along with their academic and/or professional background, motivations, and demonstrated financial need.

**Amount:** Several scholarships are available, covering up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE HIGH ACHIEVERS SCHOLARSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** Through the IE High Achievers Scholarships, the IE Foundation aims to attract and recognize the effort and results of individuals with an exceptional academic and/or professional background.

**Selection Criteria:** These scholarships are aimed at students from a variety of professional and academic backgrounds, regardless of nationality, who stand out for their commitment to all aspects of their professional and academic lives. Any awards or recognitions mentioned in the application will need to be verified. Priority will be given to candidates with the greatest financial need.

**Amount:** Several of these scholarships are available, covering up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** IE is fully committed to fostering an entrepreneurial mindset among current students and alumni who wish to launch their own business ventures, or want to develop themselves as executives committed to corporate innovation. Success in entrepreneurship requires the efficient management of innovative initiatives, whether they be new companies, multinational companies, or social enterprises. The IE Entrepreneurship Scholarship aims to support candidates with a clear entrepreneurial affinity who have previously or are currently developing a new business or initiative within an existing company.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must show that they have participated in the launch of a company or demonstrate their entrepreneurial spirit by presenting a viable, creative, and innovative business idea. Priority will be given to candidates who demonstrate difficulty in financing the program of their choice.

**Amount:** These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** At IE we know that technology is an integral part of business, regardless of the sector. We are committed to technological immersion in education and in the business world, and to shaping leaders capable to navigate the challenges of digital transformation.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must have (i) at least one year of relevant professional experience; (ii) an accredited interest in the fields of technology, digital business and strategy, and/or digital and analytical transformation; (iii) experience or training in STEM or STEM-related fields, business studies, and/or the social sciences; and (iv) an international profile. Priority consideration will be given to candidates with the greatest financial need.
Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

**IE SCHOLARSHIP IN THE HUMANITIES**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** IE bases its unique educational model on four equally important pillars: the diversity of nationalities, cultures, and ideas; the entrepreneurial mindset; the technological immersion for an innovative culture; and the study of humanities to understand the world. IE considers the humanities one of its foundations and constantly promotes the intellectual and professional development of students who cultivate, study, and enjoy disciplines and fields such as history, philosophy, the art of public speaking, and literature, as well as the rich neighboring universe of culture and the arts. As part of this effort, IE Foundation sets aside a number of scholarships for graduate studies. Thanks to our educational approach based on the humanities, our students can positively influence society with unique and constantly renewed perspectives of the world. Scholarship recipients will engage in various activities through the IE Humanities Center.

**Selection Criteria:** In addition to a strong academic and/or professional background, candidates must demonstrate that they have participated publicly and regularly in activities related to the humanities (literary awards, small publications in their department or an academic journal, literary or arts clubs, cultural or aesthetic use of social media, debate clubs, professional activities at cultural institutions, photography, etc.). Recognition by means of awards, prizes, honors or mentions will be given special consideration. Priority consideration will be given to candidates with the greatest financial need.

**Amount:** These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

**IE TALENT SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** At IE, we are committed to taking a chance on mavericks; visionaries who are familiar with the latest technologies, value diversity, and possess a unique set of skills and talents. Through the IE Talent Scholarship, we want to recognize merits or skills that go beyond academics and professional advancement, in areas such as sports, art, technology, and/or social engagement.

**Selection Criteria:** The Scholarship Committee will assess the specific talent that makes the candidate stand out. Priority will be given to candidates with the greatest financial need.

**Amount:** These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

**IE WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** IE has always been committed to diversity as a core value of the institution. With this in mind, the IE Women Initiative aims to encourage women’s leadership development, especially in technology, by fostering their entrepreneurial qualities and strengthening their leadership skills. The IE Women scholarship aims to support proactive and motivated women who are focused on achieving important goals in their professional and personal life, as well as determined to act as a role model for other women.

**Selection Criteria:** This scholarship is available for all women admitted to an IE master’s program with demonstrable achievements, such as good career development, leadership, and interpersonal and teamwork skills. Both merit and financial need will be taken into account.

**Amount:** These scholarships will cover up to 25% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.
IE WOMEN IN STEM SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: This scholarship is specifically designed to support the careers of women who are either working towards launching a career in STEM or STEM-related areas, or already hold relevant professional experience in those fields.

Selection Criteria: Women who are able to demonstrate professional experience in STEM or STEM-related fields (science, technology, engineering or math) may apply, as well as those pursuing or planning to pursue a meaningful career in this area (demonstrating such motivation through their university studies or other experiences). Selection will be based on the candidate’s academic and/or professional merit alongside their proven financial needs.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE WOMEN IN FINANCE SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: IE wants to encourage and support women, regardless of their age or nationality, who contribute to the end of gender differences that exist in an industry currently dominated by men. This scholarship is aimed at supporting outstanding women already working in the field of finance and who look to further advance their careers, as well as those who exhibit real interest and passion to enter this sector.

Selection Criteria: Women with an outstanding academic and/or professional background related to the world of finance, or women who can demonstrate a clear interest in this field and are undertaking a master’s program at IE in order to pursue it. The Scholarship Committee will assess both merit and the need demonstrated by the candidate to determine the amount of the scholarship.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE WOMEN LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: All programs.

Description: At IE, we are firmly committed to supporting women in their transition to leadership positions and senior management roles. With this scholarship, we want to support outstanding women who have exhibited leadership skills in their community, academic institution, or workplace, and who wish to contribute to the advancement of other women in their professional or personal environment.

Selection Criteria: The Scholarship Committee will take into account the candidate’s academic/professional background, as well as their potential to take on leadership positions and be an agent of change for future generations. Priority consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate limited economic resources and/or financing constraints.

Amount: These scholarships can cover up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE - FORTÉ MBA FELLOWSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: All regions.

Programs: MBA programs.

Description: IE and Forté Foundation share a commitment to supporting women in their professional development.
Through their scholarship program, various fellowships are awarded each year to women who stand out for their achievements. The fellowship goes beyond financial support, offering a number of unique resources and giving recipients access to a community of women and businesses that work together to increase the representation of women in managerial positions.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must exhibit leadership skills and a commitment to supporting women in their community. The Scholarship Committee will consider: (i) personal, academic and professional achievements; (ii) performance during the admissions process; and (iii) the candidate's involvement in projects or programs that support women's development. The candidate's financial situation will be considered.

**Amount:** Each year, several scholarships are awarded that typically cover between 10,000€ and 25,000€ (on average) of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP & MENTORING PROGRAM

**Application Deadline:** May 1st, 2020.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** International MBA 2020 September intake.

**Description:** This program focuses on developing future generations of female leaders by uniquely pairing financial support with access to IE’s valuable Women Mentoring program, a highly coveted and selective program in existence for more than ten years at IE, offered by the IE Center for Diversity in collaboration with the IE Women in Business Club. In addition to receiving a thirty percent (30%) scholarship toward the tuition fees of their Master’s degree, award recipients will participate in said mentoring program and will be paired with a mentor, benefiting from a unique opportunity to enhance both their personal and professional development outside the classroom. All mentors in the program are successful business men and women, or professionals at board or senior executive levels, who have years of experience in a variety of industries.

**Selection Criteria:** Female candidates who demonstrate notable professional/personal/academic achievements, find themselves in a growing point in their professional career or entrepreneurial endeavor, and exhibit leadership skills through involvement in their community/workplace, extracurricular activities, volunteer positions, and/or work experience. Financial need will be taken into consideration. To be considered, candidates will also have to be willing to commit and actively engage in the program. An additional essay will be requested.

**Amount:** Up to three (3) scholarships of 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE ASIA PACIFIC TALENT SCHOLARSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Candidates with citizenship and/or residency in the Asia Pacific region.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** This scholarship aims at professionals in the Asia Pacific region with an extraordinary academic and/or professional profile, leadership skills, and significant growth potential. Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate economic need and difficulties in obtaining student loans.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must demonstrate strong work experience in Asia Pacific countries and must have the ability and intention to contribute to their region’s development. Priority will be given to candidates who demonstrate difficulties in financing their program of study.

**Amount:** These scholarships will cover up to 35% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

### IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR EASTERN EUROPE, CENTRAL ASIA & ISRAEL

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Candidates with citizenship and/or residency in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Israel.

**Programs:** All programs.
Description: This scholarship aims at professionals in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Israel with an extraordinary academic and/or professional profile, leadership skills, and significant growth potential.

Selection Criteria: Candidates must demonstrate strong work experience in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Israel, and must have the ability and intention to contribute to their region's development. Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate economic need and who encounter difficulties or constraints in accessing or securing sources of funding, such as loans.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 35% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE LATIN AMERICA FUTURE LEADERS SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: Candidates with citizenship and/or residency in Latin America.

Programs: All programs.

Description: This scholarship aims at professionals in Latin America with an extraordinary academic and/or professional profile, leadership skills, and significant growth potential.

Selection Criteria: Candidates must demonstrate strong work experience in Latin American countries and must have the ability and intention to contribute to their region's development. Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate economic need and who encounter difficulties or constraints in accessing or securing sources of funding, such as loans.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 35% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: Candidates with citizenship and/or residency in Africa and the Middle East.

Programs: All programs.

Description: This scholarship aims to increase the number of candidates from underrepresented communities from Africa and the Middle East in IE’s programs.

Selection Criteria: Candidates must demonstrate a minimum of two years of residency in Africa and/or the Middle East. The candidate's performance during the admissions process, academic/professional background, and growth potential will be assessed. Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate economic need and who encounter difficulties or constraints in accessing or securing financing options, such as loans.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 35% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE AFRICA TALENT COLLABORATION AWARD

Application Deadline: Prior to the start of the program.

Geographic Area: Africa.

Programs: All programs.

Description: The IE Africa Talent Collaboration Award is aimed at professionals in Africa with an extraordinary academic and/or professional profile, leadership skills, and significant growth potential. Selected candidates will participate in projects related to the IE Africa Center: www.ie.edu/africa

Selection Criteria: Candidates must demonstrate strong work experience in African countries and must have the ability and intention to contribute to their region's development. Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate economic need and who encounter difficulties or constraints in accessing or securing financing options, such as loans.

Amount: These scholarships will cover up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.
IE - KISTEFOS ‘YOUNG TALENTED LEADERS SCHOLARSHIPS PROGRAM’ FOR AFRICA

**Application Deadlines:** For fall intake (September and October), the deadline is May 1st. For spring intake (February), the deadline is November 1st.

**Geographic Area:** Be a national of Liberia, Ethiopia or South Africa.

**Programs:** Master in Management, Master in Business Analytics and Big Data, Master in International Relations, Master in International Development.

**Description:** "The IE - Kistefos Young Talented Leaders Scholarship for Africa " was set up to remove financial barriers to education for high-potential individuals from Africa, helping them unleash their innovative business vision. Founded by Christen Sveaas, Kistefos AS is an investment company with a rich history in pursuing philanthropic projects committed to public service and academic development.

**Selection Criteria:** Open to candidates with limited financial means who demonstrate academic excellence, strong leadership capabilities and an entrepreneurial mind-set. We are looking for candidates who are seeking a dynamic, global experience and are passionate about using their insights to positively impact their home countries after graduation. They must have an outstanding academic record, with a minimum GPA of 75/100 or equivalent; demonstrate outstanding achievements in their personal and professional lives that have had an impact on their country or community; demonstrate an international outlook, leadership qualities and a vision to better their home country after graduation and demonstrate need for financial assistance. An additional essay will be requested and preference will be given to candidates with greater financial need.

**Required Essay:** How the scholarship will enable you to positively impact your country after graduation.

**Amount:** There are both full and partial scholarships available, including room and board, up to a maximum of six (6) awards per year. The amount of aid will be determined on the basis of financial need.

IE - KISTEFOS ‘YOUNG TALENTED LEADERS SCHOLARSHIPS PROGRAM’ FOR NORWAY

**Application Deadlines:** For fall intake (September and October), deadline is June 15th. For spring intake (February), deadline is November 1st.

**Geographic Area:** Be a citizen and/or permanent resident of Norway.

**Programs:** Master in Management, Master in Business Analytics and Big Data, Master in International Relations, Master in International Development.

**Description:** The “IE - Kistefos Young Talented Leaders Scholarship for Norway” was set up to remove financial barriers to education for high-potential individuals from Norway, helping them unleash their innovative business vision. Founded by Christen Sveaas, Kistefos AS is an investment company with a rich history in pursuing philanthropic projects committed to public service and academic development.

**Selection Criteria:** Open to candidates from Norway with limited financial means, who demonstrate academic and personal excellence, as well as strong leadership capabilities, and an entrepreneurial mindset. We are looking for candidates who are seeking a dynamic, global experience, and are passionate about using their insights to positively impact Norway after graduation. They must have an outstanding academic record, with a minimum GPA of 3.5/4, 4.50/5 or equivalent; demonstrate an international outlook, leadership qualities and a vision to better Norway after graduation and demonstrate proven financial need. Preference will be given to candidates with greater financial need.

**Required Essay:** How the scholarship will enable you to positively impact your country after graduation.

**Amount:** There are both full and partial scholarships available, including room and board, up to a maximum of five (5) awards per year. The amount of aid will be determined on the basis of financial need.

IE - QUEEN RANIA FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN LEADERS

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Candidates with Jordanian nationality and permanent residence in Jordan at the time of application.

**Programs:** All programs (excluding Dual Degrees).

**Description:** The IE Foundation and the Queen Rania Foundation (https://www.qrf.org), through these scholarships, want to support the professional development of Jordanian women with notable personal achievements by guaranteeing that economic circumstances do not stop them from achieving their goals.

**Selection Criteria:** This scholarship is exclusively for women with Jordanian passport who are residing in Jordan.
when they apply for the scholarship. Candidates’ academic record, personal achievements and demonstrable economic need will be assessed.

**Amount:** Up to three (3) scholarships are available on a year basis, covering up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

---

**IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR COUNTRIES IN SPECIAL SITUATIONS**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions. Countries affected by special situations.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** One of the IE Foundation’s main objectives is to promote the highest standards in education worldwide, recognizing that education is the fastest means for the development of societal welfare. Aware of this fact, the IE Foundation has a special commitment to countries experiencing challenging situations that limit their citizens’ access to education and impede their social development as a result. An economic crisis, severe currency devaluation, and natural disasters, among others, are situations that can directly affect our candidates’ personal career plans and constrain them to put their professional and/or academic development on hold. The IE Foundation reserves a special scholarship fund for candidates who have been directly affected by these circumstances. The fund aims to mitigate the effects of these exceptional situations and thus contribute to the continued development of our candidates’ career plans.

**Selection Criteria:** The candidate must show that they have been directly affected by an exceptional situation in their country of residence.

**Amount:** The amount of these scholarships towards tuition fees will depend on the available funding at the time of application, the applicant’s profile, and the specific circumstances supporting the request.

---

**IE - US MILITARY VETERANS FELLOWSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** United States of America.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Description:** IE is the ideal place for Veterans of the United States Armed Forces who are looking to continue their international experience and transitioning to a business career. As part of our education benefits for veterans, Military Fellowships at IE are provided to recognize those contributions of men and women who have served in the United States Armed Forces. These individuals are distinguished leaders in a variety of our programs, contribute to the IE community, and embody our core principles: diversity, entrepreneurship, humanities and social responsibility.

**Selection Criteria:** IE - US Military Veterans Fellowships provided at IE are available exclusively for those who are former members of the United States Armed Forces. The Scholarship Committee will assess the following: admission process, academic records, professional background, and proven financial-need.

**Amount:** These scholarships cover up to 40% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

---

**IE - JOSÉ MARÍA CERVELLÓ SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Candidates must submit their application by April 17th.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE Law School LL.M. programs.

**Description:** The José María Cervelló Chair was created in 2004 to honor Don José María Cervelló, the former State Attorney and founder of IE’s law programs. He was an exceptional and “atypical” professor, and a pioneer in the development of international law in Spain. The Chair was founded with a social purpose in mind; it exists primarily to provide scholarships to students in economic need with a brilliant academic record who wish to pursue a legal degree at IE Law School.

**Selection Criteria:** Any person of Spanish or foreign nationality who has a college degree, or is about to obtain one, in any of the disciplines required to enter an LLM program at IE Law School may apply for this scholarship. The Scholarship Committee is looking for a candidate who demonstrates an excellent academic and/or professional background.
**Amount:** Several scholarships are available that cover between 50% and 100% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

**IE - JOSÉ MARÍA CERVELLÓ LAWYERING SCHOLARSHIPS FOR IE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI**

**Application Deadline:** Candidates must submit their application by March 20th, 2020.

**Geographic area:** All regions.

**Programs:** Doble Máster en Abogacía y Asesoría Jurídica de Empresas (LLM), Doble Máster en Abogacía y Asesoría Fiscal de Empresas (LLM), Doble Máster en Abogacía y Asesoría Jurídica de Empresas bilingüe (LLM), Doble Máster en Abogacía, Emprendimiento y Tecnología (LLM).

**Description:** The José María Cervelló Chair was created in 2004 to honor Don José María Cervelló, the former State Attorney and founder of IE’s law programs. He was an exceptional and “atypical” professor, and a pioneer in the development of international law in Spain. The Chair was founded with a social purpose in mind; it exists primarily to provide scholarships to students in economic need with a brilliant academic record who wish to pursue a legal degree at IE Law School.

**Selection Criteria:** All IE University students of Spanish or foreign nationality who plan to complete any of the following programs in 2020 may apply for this scholarship: LLB, Dual LLB + BBA, Dual LLB + LPC. Candidates also must meet the following requirements:

- Grade-point average: A minimum of 7.5/10.
- In addition, active involvement in extracurricular activities at and/or outside the university will be considered. Candidates must successfully make it through the admissions process for any of the masters programs included in this scholarship before March 10th, 2020.

**Amount:** Ten (10) scholarships will be awarded and will cover between 30% and 70% of the total cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

*This scholarship will be applied together with the 25% scholarship given to IE University Alumni*

**IE - SMU SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE SMU MBA Program.

**Description:** IE-SMU scholarships are aimed at providing students the opportunity to extend their professional outlook and network, apart from acquiring the state-of-the-art education taught at IE and SMU. Within this type of award, there are four different categories:

- **IE-SMU Women in Business Scholarship:** This award aims to recognize exceptional women who have demonstrated outstanding leadership capabilities or potential in their professional or personal endeavor.

- **IE-SMU Impact on Asia Scholarship:** The IE-SMU MBA is creating a significant impact across Asia. We look forward to welcoming applicants who can demonstrate achievements in their professional, social, and personal life that have created an impact on Asia. This would include professional development or personal projects that have contributed positively to Asian regions or companies, entrepreneurial projects with an Asian focus, and increased the awareness of Asia in other locations.

- **IE-SMU Global Awareness/Diversity Scholarship:** Awarded to individuals who will contribute to classroom diversity and enrich the learning experience of students by way of cultural, personal, or professional backgrounds.

- **IE-SMU Leadership Scholarship:** This award recognizes individuals with strong leadership capabilities who exhibit outstanding leadership potential in their profession, community or organization. Applicants must demonstrate strong leadership capabilities or potential in personal and professional instances.

**Selection Criteria:** These scholarships are only available for candidates admitted to the IE SMU MBA. The Scholarship Committee will assess the following: admission process, academic records, professional background, and proven financial-need. Candidates will be required to include in their scholarship application a specific essay indicating which scholarship applies best to their profile and why they deserve it (accrediting any academic, professional and personal merits alleged). Please note that IE Business School and SMU expect you to provide details of efforts made to secure financial support.

**Amount:** The amount covered will depend on the profile and financial need of the candidate and the funds available at the time of application.
IE - BROWN EXECUTIVE MBA SCHOLARSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE Brown Executive MBA.

**Description:** Combining IE’s strength in practice-oriented management education and Brown’s excellence in the humanities, social, biological and physical sciences, the two schools created the jointly awarded IE Brown Executive MBA degree with a single purpose: to develop well-rounded managers and entrepreneurs who do not shy away from difficult questions. The IE-Brown Executive MBA scholarships are aimed to provide excellent students the opportunity to extend their professional outlook and network and become change agents within their organizations, industries and communities. Within this type of award, there are three different categories:

- **IE-Brown EMBA Women in Business Scholarship:** This award aims to recognize exceptional women who have demonstrated outstanding leadership capabilities or potential in their professional or personal endeavor.

- **IE-Brown EMBA Diversity Scholarship:** awarded to individuals who will contribute to classroom diversity and enrich the learning experience of students by way of cultural, personal, or professional backgrounds.

- **IE-Brown EMBA Leadership Scholarship:** This award recognizes individuals with strong leadership capabilities who exhibit outstanding leadership potential in their profession, community or organization. Applicants must demonstrate strong leadership capabilities or potential in personal and professional instances.

**Selection Criteria:** These scholarships are only available for candidates admitted to the IE-Brown Executive MBA. The Scholarship Committee will assess the following: admission process, academic records, professional background, and proven financial-need. Candidates will be required to include in their scholarship application a specific essay indicating which scholarship applies best to their profile and why they deserve it (accrediting any academic, professional and personal merits alleged). Please note that IE Business School and Brown University expect you to provide details of efforts made to secure financial support.

**Amount:** The amount covered will depend on the profile and financial need of the candidate and the funds available at the time of application.

IE - NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Candidates must submit their application by July 1st.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

**Programs:** IE Northwestern Executive LL.M.

**Description:** Through this scholarship, IE Law School and the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law aim to support legal professionals who wish to pursue the necessary training to lead the major changes occurring in the legal sector. The aim of this scholarship is to reward and attract the best talent to demonstrate an absolute commitment to excellence.

**Selection Criteria:** The Scholarship Committee will consider the candidate’s performance during the admissions process, their professional achievements and other demonstrated merits, along with their financial situation. In order to apply for this scholarship, candidates must be admitted into the program before July 1st.

**Amount:** Several scholarships of up to 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE - AIESEC SCHOLARSHIP

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** All regions.

Description: IE and AIESEC have been working for more than eight years to train responsible leaders who will have a positive impact on society in the future.

Selection Criteria: To be eligible for this scholarship, candidates must be active members of AIESEC. The committee will take into account the candidate’s performance during the admissions process, their academic record, professional background, and demonstrated economic need.

Amount: Up to five (5) scholarships per year will be awarded (a maximum of two per program in each semester) and the scholarships will cover up to 25% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE - CAIA SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: At least one (1) month in advance from the start date of the targeted program.

Geographic area: All regions.

Programs: Master in Finance, Master in Advanced Finance, Global Master in Finance, Executive Máster en Finanzas (Dual Degree programs not included).

Description: Since 2013, CAIA Association and IE Business School cooperate for a joint-scholarship program. Through CAIA’s Academic Partnership Program, up to five (5) tuition scholarships of thirty percent (30%) each are annually available for active CAIA Members, or for individuals who have passed the CAIA Level I exam and/or CAIA Level II exam, who are offered admission to pursue any of IE’s Master in Finance Programs. Applications to the IE-CAIA Scholarships are managed by IE and applicants are required to apply directly to IE.

Selection Criteria: CAIA Members and CAIA candidates who have passed the Level I exam and/or the Level II exam and have been offered admission to an eligible Program. Preference will be given to CAIA Members.

Amount: Up to five (5) scholarships covering 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

IE - CFA PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: At least one (1) month in advance from the start date of the targeted program.

Geographic area: All regions.

Programs: Master in Finance, Master in Advanced Finance, Global Master in Finance, Executive Máster en Finanzas (Dual Degree programs not included).

Description: Starting 2019, CFA Institute and IE Business School cooperate for a joint-scholarship program. Through IE – CFA Program Scholarships scheme, up to five (5) tuition scholarships of thirty percent (30%) each are annually available for CFA Institute Members and CFA candidates who are offered admission to pursue any of IE’s Master in Finance Programs. Applications to the IE – CFA Program Scholarships are managed by IE and applicants are required to apply directly to IE.

Selection Criteria: CFA Institute Members and CFA candidates who have passed the Level I exam, Level II exam, and/or the Level III exam, and have been offered admission to an eligible program. Preference will be given to CFA Institute Members.

Amount: Up to five (5) scholarships covering 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

AID THAT REQUIRES ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION THROUGH AN EXTERNAL PARTNER

Please note that in order to be granted any of the following awards, an offer of admission to IE will also be required.

IE - FULBRIGHT AWARD

Application Deadline: Open to candidates who have been pre-selected by Fulbright (https://us.fulbrightonline.org/) and receive an admission offer to IE no later than February 15, 2020.

The call for applications for 2020-21 is now open. Please note that Fulbright’s application window normally stretches from April to October on a given year, for studies commencing in the next academic year, so applicants should plan their submission well in advance.
**Geographic Area:** Citizens or nationals of the United States of America at the time of application.

**Awards and Programs:**
- Two (2) Awards will be offered to pursue any of the following full-time Master’s Degrees at IE Business School, in their 2020 fall intake: International MBA (English and Spanish), Master in Management (English and Spanish) and Master in Finance.
- One (1) Award will be offered to pursue any of the following full-time Master’s Degrees at IE School of Global and Public Affairs, in their 2020 fall intake: Master in International Relations and Master in International Development.
- One (1) Award will be offered to pursue any of the following full-time Master’s Degrees at IE School of Human Sciences and Technology, in their 2020 fall intake: Master in Talent Development & Human Resources, Master in Visual & Digital Media, Master in Corporate & Marketing Communication, Master in Market Research & Consumer Behavior, Master in Digital Business and Innovation, Master in Cybersecurity and Master in Computer Science & Business Technology.

**Description:** The Fulbright Program is one of the most powerful public diplomacy tools in existence. Participants, who are selected by transparent criteria based on their academic and professional merit and leadership potential, have the opportunity to study, teach, and research, but especially to exchange ideas and contribute to finding solutions to global challenges and interests.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must be pre-selected by Fulbright and gain an admission offer to IE no later than February 15, 2020.

**Amount:** IE- Fulbright awards cover 100% of the tuition cost of the program and include relocation and living costs during the whole length of the studies.

---

**IE - JOHN MONASH SCHOLARS’ AWARD**

**Application Deadline:** Application must be submitted through the John Monash Foundation. Please check their website for specific details: [https://www.johnmonash.com/applications](https://www.johnmonash.com/applications)

**Geographic Area:** Australian women.

**Programs:** All programs.

**Eligibility:** Open only to candidates admitted to IE who have been previously selected as recipients of a John Monash Scholarship.

**Description:** John Monash Scholarships recognize excellence and leadership. Scholarships are awarded annually to outstanding Australian graduates to support them with postgraduate study at the world’s best universities. The IE John Monash Scholars awards are specifically designed for outstanding Australian women with demonstrated excellence in their field, leadership potential and a vision for how they can contribute to a better Australia, wishing to undertake a postgraduate degree at IE. Application must be presented through the John Monash Foundation.

**Selection Criteria:** Candidates must comply with the following requirements:
- Be an Australian female citizen.
- Have completed or be about to complete a degree from an Australian university.
- Be planning to pursue a master degree at IE commencing in the calendar year following the year of application and selection (it is not necessary to have already been accepted when applying to the scholarship).

**Amount:** One (1) scholarship per year that covers the 50% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has been admitted.

---

**IE - INSTITUTO LING SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MBA**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Citizens from Brazil.

**Program:** International MBA.

**Description:** Aimed at Brazilian candidates who have been admitted to IE’s International MBA and have an outstanding profile, demonstrable achievements, and high potential for leadership positions. Instituto Ling ([https://www.institutoling.org.br/](https://www.institutoling.org.br/)), a non-profit organization founded by the Ling family in 1995, seeks to provide
support for the social, economic, and cultural development of Brazil by providing scholarships to Brazilians with
talent, an entrepreneurial spirit, and leadership potential who wish to improve their skills at the most prestigious
universities in the world.

**Selection Criteria:** This scholarship is available for Brazilian candidates with an exceptional profile who want to
pursue the International MBA and have been selected by Instituto Ling. Both merit and financial need will be assessed.

**Amount:** Up to two (2) scholarships per year will be awarded, covering 30% of the cost of tuition for the program to
which the candidate has been admitted.

**IE - INSTITUTO LING SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PROGRAM “JORNALISTA DE VISÃO”**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Citizens from Brazil.

**Programs:** Master in Corporate and Marketing Communication (full time), Master in Digital and Visual Media, Master
in Market Research and Consumer Behavior, Master in Customer Experience & Innovation, and Master in Digital
Marketing.

**Description:** Aimed at Brazilian candidates who have been admitted to one of IE’s eligible master programs and
have an outstanding profile, demonstrable achievements, and high potential for leadership positions. Instituto Ling
([https://www.institutoling.org.br/](https://www.institutoling.org.br/)), a non- profit organization founded by the Ling family in 1995, seeks to provide
support for the social, economic, and cultural development of Brazil by providing scholarships to Brazilians with
talent, an entrepreneurial spirit, and leadership potential who wish to improve their skills at the most prestigious
universities in the world.

**Selection Criteria:** This is a scholarship available for Brazilian candidates with an exceptional profile who want to
pursue a qualifying master program at IE and have been selected by Instituto Ling under the program “Jornalista de
Visão”. Both merit and financial need will be assessed.

**Amount:** Up to two (2) scholarships, covering 60% of the cost of tuition for the program to which the candidate has
been admitted will be awarded each year.

**IE - LIFE SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application Deadline:** Prior to the start of the program.

**Geographic Area:** Open to nationals of Lebanon or those of Lebanese descent, no matter the country of residence.

**Programs:** International MBA and Master in Finance (Dual Degrees not included).

**Eligibility:** Open only to candidates admitted to our International MBA or Master in Finance, who are recipients of
a LIFE Scholarship.

**Description:** IE collaborates with the Lebanese International Finance Executives (LIFE) to offer additional financial
support to designated LIFE Scholars admitted to our International MBA or Master in Finance. LIFE is a non-for profit
membership organization providing a platform to channel the influence of Lebanese Finance Executives worldwide
in order to establish stronger bonds, nurture the next generation and promote Lebanon. The LIFE Scholarships are
a unique combination of financial support (value up to USD 12,000 towards the payment of the tuition fees) and
mentorship opportunity by a LIFE Senior Member who will provide guidance and advice to the scholars on their
professional objectives.

The LIFE Scholarships target talented candidates with financial need, a strong academic performance and/or excellent
professional background within the field of Finance or a Finance related discipline, who are admitted to IE’s International
MBA or Master in Finance.

Application and selection of LIFE Scholars are managed by LIFE and applicants are required to apply directly to LIFE.
Please note that the application to LIFE Scholarships is subject to deadlines. For information, please visit [https://www.
lifelebanon.com/nurture/scholarships.html](https://www.lifelebanon.com/nurture/scholarships.html)

**Amount:** IE will award one (1) matching IE-LIFE Scholarship (equaling the financial support granted by LIFE) to one
LIFE Scholar per intake, following nomination from LIFE. In case more LIFE Scholars join the same intake cohort,
they may also have the opportunity to be considered for receiving an additional IE-LIFE Scholarship, with no fix value,
based on available funding at the time of application, merit and need.
IE - TEV SCHOLARSHIP

Application Deadline: Interested candidates should contact IE’s Turkey Office at turkey@ie.edu. Please note that application to these joint scholarships is managed directly by Türk Egitim Vakfi (TEV) - Turkish Education Foundation - and must be submitted through TEV via http://www.tev.org.tr/burslarimiz/

Geographic Area: Turkish citizens.

Programs: Master in Market Research and Consumer Behavior, Master in Cybersecurity, Master in Talent Development and Human Resources, Master in Global Corporate Compliance (LL.M./MsL), and LL.M. in International Business Law.

Description: Offered in cooperation with (TEV), these scholarships target Turkish graduates who have demonstrated superior commitment to their own personal development and that of their local community; who have demonstrated outstanding academic and professional results to date; who have the real potential to become future leaders in their chosen field(s) of endeavor; and who without these scholarships would otherwise not be able to attend an elite institution for financial reasons.

Selection Criteria: Candidates will be preselected by TEV, following its rigorous application and selection process. A joint Committee comprised of representatives from IE and TEV will select the final recipients.

Amount: Two (2) scholarships of one hundred percent (100%) of tuition fees each are offered, among the list of eligible programs. No more than one scholarship will be awarded for the same program. Apart from the financial aid towards the tuition fees, scholarship holders may receive additional financial assistance from TEV for living expenses or other costs associated to the studies.

CSC - IE SCHOLARSHIP IN GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Geographic Area: Citizen of the People’s Republic of China with no permanent residency in another country.

Programs: Master in International Relations and Master in International Development.

Description: Under a joint funding program, and starting in the 2019-2020 academic year, the China Scholarship Council (CSC) and IE University have agreed to offer up to twenty (20) full-tuition scholarships each year to outstanding Chinese students who will pursue either the Master in International Relations or the Master in International Development in IE School of Global and Public Affairs.

The China Scholarship Council is an organisation that provides financial support to Chinese citizens wishing to study abroad and for foreign students wishing to study in China.

Eligibility: In order to qualify for a CSC-IE Scholarship in Global Governance and Sustainable Development, applicants must fulfill both CSC and IE University eligibility/admission requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CSC</strong></th>
<th><strong>IE University</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationality</strong></td>
<td>Must be a citizen of the People’s Republic of China and does not have permanent residency in another country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>Must not be older than 28 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic requirements</strong></td>
<td>Is either:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a master’s degree student in its final year or a graduate (within 1 year); or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a bachelor’s degree holder having completed at least a 6-month internship or work assignment in an international organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English language proficiency</strong></td>
<td>Has participated in the IELTS (Academic) or TOEFL proficiency tests, scoring the following minimums: IELTS 6.5, TOEFL (IBT) 95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Application Process: Applicants are required to submit two separate applications in order to be considered for the scholarship.

1. Complete the online application for CSC, using the online admissions application on the CSC official website http://apply.csc.edu.cn; and

2. Complete the online application for admission to IE towards the eligible Master program. Access IE’s admission application form here https://secure.ie.edu/ie/online-application/

Selection Criteria: Only applicants that satisfy the eligibility criteria requirements set out by CSC at pre-selection stage and who are successfully accepted for admission for the chosen program at IE, will be nominated for these scholarships. The final evaluation and selection of recipients will be conducted by CSC.

Amount: Up to twenty (20) scholarships are available each year. Successful applicants will be awarded a full-tuition scholarship towards their chosen program, a monthly living allowance for up to twelve (12) months, student health insurance, a return international airfare and visa application fees.

Interested candidates and applicants should contact IE University and CSC to check relevant application dates and deadlines.

For China Scholarship Council
Details https://www.csc.edu.cn/article/1620
Person of contact: Tian Xinke
Email xktian@csc.edu.cn

For IE School of Global and Public Affairs
Person of contact: Soizic Belliard
Email iegpa.admissions@ie.edu